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2020 COLLECTION

Setting higher standards for supportive 
footbeds and footwear, so you can go farther, 

tread lightly and focus on the adventure ahead.

Versatile. Durable. Supportive. Sustainable.
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WHAT’S IN  
A SHOE?

Our impact on the planet starts with the  
materials we choose to work with.

The Earth doesn’t feel pain or anger. 
The weather isn’t vindictive or spiteful 
and the climate doesn’t care if it’s 
going through changes. Earth was here 
millions of years before we came along, 
and the planet will persist long after 
we’re gone. The same can’t be said for 
the life that inhabits it. The rampant 
growth and success of the human 
species is driving a mass extinction 
of life on earth, but even if you don’t 
give a rat’s behind about coral reefs or 
orangutans, human-driven changes to 
our natural environments should be at 
the forefront of every person’s mind.

Climate change is the massive 
humanitarian threat of our time. 
Cities are flooding, forests, homes and 
businesses are burning, fields that once 
yielded abundance are turning barren 
as the rain dries up where it’s needed 
and drenches other places that aren’t 
prepared for its full, amplified force. It is 
our descendants that will face drought, 
famine and the conflict that comes with 
instability and resource scarcity. As 
with every majorly significant moment 
in human history we all have a choice 
to make. Every manufacturer, every 
buyer and every seller can choose to 
engage in the issue, to make responsible 
choices and proactive changes before 
it’s too late, or to continue blindly 
down the road to climate calamity.

At SOLE, we’re choosing to be on the  
right side of history. We’ve always 
worked to help people live life to the 
fullest and get the most out of their 
world, unhindered by pain and fatigue. 
It’s the driving force behind our  
company and the ‘what’ that defines  
us. Now, faced with the pressing  
question of ‘how’ we achieve that aim, 
we’re doing everything we can to  
provide answers that create a positive 
impact for our environment, or at the 
very least minimize our negative  
impact as far as possible. Do we have  
all the answers? No. Are all of the 
answers that we do have perfect?  
Also no. Are we proud of the progress  
we’ve made and determined  
to continue to push ourselves 
to be better? Absolutely. 

One of the biggest factors contributing 
to our environmental impact is the 
materials we use to manufacture the 
products we make, and it’s in that area 
that we’ve focused most of our attentions 
in the design of our future footwear.

ReCORK™ RECYCLED CORK
We’ve been calling this the most 
sustainable material we can imagine, and 
we’re neither liars nor short of imagination. 
Natural cork is inherently sustainable 
thanks to its origin. It’s harvested from 
the bark of carbon-trapping, fire-

resistant cork oak trees in a process that 
doesn’t require trees to be cut down, 
but actually increases their lifespan to 
as long as 300 years, and boosts their 
CO2 consumption by up to five times. 

Only the highest quality 30% of natural 
cork ends up in wine bottles, grade 'A' 
cork to be precise. We gather as many 
of those corks as we can with help 
from our Collections Partners across 
North America, from kitchens and 
bars, restaurants and liquor stores, to 
vineyards and cellars. We then grind 
them down and recombine them into 
a raw material that we’ve innovated 
through thousands of hours of R&D. 
This groundbreaking material contains 
85% ground cork and 15% inert, food-
grade binding agent, and outperforms 
petroleum-based EVA and PU foams in 
every measure. It’s flexible, cushioning, 
lightweight, durable and impermeable 
to water. The best part about it? We 
ensure that ReCORK operates as a 
carbon-negative initiative, so each 
ReCORK component has a net effect of 
improving the health of our environment.

MERINO WOOL
Imagine you could harvest the highest 
quality material on the market from 
a natural, renewable source that just 
kept growing it back. That’s exactly 
what sheep do. They’ve been doing 

RECYCLED CORK

ALGAE

RECYCLED PET

MERINO WOOL

BISON FIBER

RICE HUSK
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it for thousands of years and they’re 
not going to stop anytime soon. All 
our Merino wool is entirely traceable, 
ethically sourced from Australia to 
ensure we’re not supporting farms that 
practice cruel techniques like mulesing. 
Merino’s natural properties make it 
the ideal material for making practical, 
comfortable, versatile footwear. It’s light, 
soft, breathable, moisture-wicking and 
antimicrobial. Unlike synthetic materials, 
Merino is also biodegradable. In the 
right environment wool will break down 
in as little as four months, returning 
essential elements like nitrogen, sulfur 
and magnesium to the soil. This is the 
last stage in the lifecycle of a material 
that was natural from the get-go.

One of the most crucial aspects to any 
sustainable product is its durability. 
Our Merino wool upper is made in a 
patented plaited knit to make sure it 
holds its shape and is abrasion resistant. 
Our knit’s four-way stretch ensures 
the wool can adapt to your foot shape, 
while still holding and supporting your 
foot. We achieve this while using a 
knit that’s still more than 70% Merino, 
while our competitors are using as 
little as 25% in their footwear.

BLOOM FOAM
Algae is one of the fastest-growing 
organisms on earth. In some places, it 
grows so fast that it totally overwhelms 
natural aquatic ecosystems in massive 
algal blooms, choking out other life as 

it spreads at an unsustainable pace. 
BLOOM™ harvests this algae, dries it 
out and uses it to offset the petroleum 
required to manufacture our high-
performance foams. The result is 
footbeds and outsoles with up to 40% 
less environmental impact than purely 
petrochemical based equivalents.  
The production of Bloom Foam 
also requires 35% less energy than 
EVA or PU foams. Once algae has 
been harvested, filtered water is 
returned to its source, helping restore 
balance to natural ecosystems.

NATURAL AND RICE RUBBER
Natural rubber is produced from the sap 
of carbon-sequestering rubber trees 
which can be sustainably harvested  
for up to 25 years. In a 30-year lifecycle,  
a hectare of rubber trees can remove 
more than 80 metric tons of CO2 from  
the atmosphere. The most commonly 
used alternative is petroleum-based 
synthetic rubber which takes up to  
seven times more energy to process  
and requires more than three and a  
half times the number of petrochemicals, 
and that’s before you consider the 
emissions involved in extracting and 
transporting the petroleum required 
for synthetic rubbers in the first place. 

Every year, 120 million tons of rice 
husks are produced as a waste product 
of the rice industry. This waste is 
disposed of through a combination 
of burning and dumping. Adding 

the fibrous husks to natural rubber 
increases the rubber’s durability to 
match that offered by carbon rubbers. 

UNITED BY BLUE’S 
BISONSHIELD™ INSULATION
Another natural material that does 
exactly the job we need, better than 
synthetic equivalents. Bison survive 
in some of the coldest conditions our 
continent has to offer. Their coats of 
coarse hollow-fiber hair keep them 
warm through the deepest winters; 
they’re the cream of the crop when it 
comes to natural insulation. For years 
the ranching industry discarded these 
amazing natural fibers as waste. That’s 
where United By Blue came in. UBB spent 
five years developing an economically 
viable supply chain to intercept and 
utilize the incredible resource before 
it landed up in landfills. They combine 
bison hair with recycled polyester in 
a 50/50 split to create BisonShield™ 
Insulation, a quilted product that’s 
hypoallergenic, lightweight, keeps 
its shape and retains heat when wet. 
Thanks to its superior warmth and 
lightweight nature, we can use thin 
layers of BisonShield™ in our footwear 
to keep toes cozy in the cold. It’s also 
breathable and temperature-regulating, 
so our insulated shoes can be worn all 
year round without becoming stifling. 

RECYCLED PET 
Around the world, people buy a million 
plastic water bottles every minute. 
Almost 20,000 are produced every 
second. The numbers are so insanely 
large you can’t even wrap your head 
around them. Crucially, in America only 
23% of those bottles are recycled, while 
the international figure is around 9%. 
We take plastic from water bottles 
and turn it into an engineered knit 
that perfectly serves its purpose as 
uppers, taking the place of alternatives 
like water-intensive cotton or other 
petroleum-based synthetics.

We've selected the highest-quality 
natural, sustainable, recycled and 
upcycled materials to minimize 
our impact.

Our new Sustainability Reports help 
conscious consumers make responsible, 
informed choices. 
We include a Sustainability Report with 
each 2020 footwear product to give the 
consumer a simplified account of the 
product's eco-friendly credentials.
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SEARCHING FOR 
AUTHENTICITY

On seeing the world through a traveling lens,  
with photographer Peter Amend.

Peter Amend grew up in California. He’s 
lived his whole life in The Golden State, 
relishing its variety, its seasonal changes 
and its easy access to everything from 
beautiful beaches to alpine valleys and 
major metropolises. He has an intimate 
connection to the land and the people 
that make Cali what it is, and (we think 
you’ll agree) it’s a connection that comes 
across in the imagery that fills our pages. 

While his Californian roots run deep, he’s 
not one to settle into a rhythm defined 
by geography, time or space. “Routine 
is like a swear word to me” he says. He 
needs variety, and while a weekend trip 
will do, he’s most excited when throwing 
his bare essentials in a backpack and 
heading somewhere tropical, with crystal 
water and new perspectives to be gained.  

Peter started traveling from a young 
age and his experiences in different 
parts of the world helped influence his 
approach to taking photos. It’s through 
travel that he grew to appreciate the 
importance of shifting your perspective 
and forming a thorough understanding 
of other people, especially those living 
in different circumstances and other 
parts of the world. “Understanding 
people is the best way to connect with 

your subjects”, he says. Searching for 
this genuine connection, for an authentic 
way to relate to his subject, is essential 
to Peter’s approach to his craft. It’s an 
approach many could learn from, and one 
that goes far beyond taking photographs.

We live in a time of personal branding 
gone berserk, a time in which most 
people are presenting a curated 
image of themselves and their lives 
through social media. While brands 
vie for our hard-earned dollars, people 
compete for the rarest commodity of 
all in the most competitive market: 
the attention and admiration of their 
peers and contemporaries. More than 
a billion people use Instagram every 
month, and while not everybody is a 
model or influencer, the idea of one’s 
‘personal brand’ is becoming increasingly 
widely used and accepted. As a result, 
for many, both the purpose and the 
nature of travel have changed.

“It seems like many people travel to 
places JUST to take ‘that one photo’”,  
says Peter. “I think your use of front-
facing or rear-facing camera says quite a 
bit about you, and what you value. We’ve 
become pretty narcissistic in showing 
so much of ourselves so often, and a lot 

SOLE Adventurer 
Peter Amend on 
the other end 
of the lens.
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Read more about Peter and other 
SOLE Adventurers on our blog.

thelightesttread.com

When you look through the lens, you  
can distance yourself from distractions  
and tune into the beauty.

S E A R C H I N G  F O R  A U T H E N T I C I T Y

of what we like to show online are false 
representations of reality, and ourselves.” 
It’s a growing phenomenon, what we’ll 
call ‘bucket-list tourism’: going places not 
necessarily for the sake of really being 
there and experiencing them, but to 
be able to show your friends, enemies, 
family and potential lovers that you were 
there. You’ve ticked all the boxes on 
your favorite travel-site’s most popular 
listicle, and you can safely say, ‘been 
there, done that, got the perfect angle 
Insta-snap that’s worth at least 100 little 
red hearts on smartphone screens.’

Ironically, as Peter points out, despite the 
importance to so many of ‘getting the 
shot’, the very value of each image itself 
has become diminished. Because there’s 
no financial cost associated with each 
click of a shutter we can take countless 
photos, searching for the perfect one. 
The more images we have, the less value 

we place on each, until we’re neither 
really appreciating the destination 
we’ve traveled to, nor the images that 
distract us from the experience we’ve 
supposedly come so far to have.

One might argue that online inspiration 
and aspiration have ended up 
undermining the true value of connecting 
with a new place and/or its culture. 
While this type of travel may seem 
simply contemptible to some, it’s worthy 
of more serious consideration than 

just a roll of the eyes. As Peter rightly 
points out, the more people are drawn 
to the same Insta-iconic locations, 
the higher the risk of causing damage 
to ecologically sensitive areas and 
culturally sacred spaces. Not to mention 
the inherent environmental impact 
involved in traveling in the first place.

So how do we avoid falling into the 
trap of being part of a problem? Peter 
suggests a simple acid test, “I like to 
ask myself ‘Would I actually do this if I 

couldn’t photograph it/post about it?’ 
And I think that’s a fairly good metric 
to try to base your social media life 
around. I also think it’s important to 
consider choosing not to geotag your 
photos in places where it might drive 
unsustainable high-traffic visitation. 
Traveling, whether by car, plane, 
or boat is already environmentally 
burdensome, so it’s really important 
to try and offset your footprint when 
you’re on the go. I try to follow ‘Leave 
No Trace’ ethics when traveling too, to 
minimize my impact as far as possible.”

Of course just like his constant desire 
to connect authentically with the 
subjects of his photos, Peter’s concern 
for the environment is just as strong 
at home in California as on the road. 

“There are so many ways to reduce your 
impact on the environment. I think we 

can all do our part, and that might mean 
in very different ways. Some people 
avoid meat, some people travel by 
bicycle, some wear sustainable clothing. 
There are a lot of little steps to take care 
of our planet, and the more tiny steps 
we take, the easier it is to make larger 
decisions about your lifestyle, in general.”

It’s partly these values that Peter strives 
to convey in his work. He chooses 
to shoot for eco-conscious brands 
wherever possible, and points out 
that the outdoor industry is a leader 
in environmental consciousness, with 
more and more brands prioritizing 
sustainability in their products and 
operations. In creating the images that 
represent those brands to the public, 
Peter plays a crucial role in gently guiding 
producers and consumers alike toward 
a place of being more authentically 
connected to the world around them. 

When it comes to making those authentic 
connections for himself, it’s Peter’s 
camera that ends up playing the opposite 
role to most, by allowing him the space 
to truly focus on where he is and what 
he sees. “I think there’s a connection 
with making a photo that sometimes 
brings me closer to the natural world, 
and situations around me. When you look 
through the lens, you can sometimes 
distance yourself from distractions 
around you - and tune into the beauty.”

SOLE lifestyle 
photoshoot.  
July 2019,  
Lake Tahoe, CA.
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WHAT ON EARTH IS A 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY?

Getting to grips with why going in circles  
is a good thing, drinking wine on a Tuesday, 

and how ReCORK fits in.

There’s a growing movement among the 
environmentally-conscious, advocating 
for the adoption of a ‘circular economy’ 
to replace the current linear model 
of production, use and disposal. If 
that makes you go ‘Say what now? 
Economies have shapes?’ don’t worry, 
you’re not alone. Let’s break it down 
a little, using SOLE's natural wine 
cork recycling initiative ReCORK as an 
example of the potential for innovation 
and progress toward a more circular 
model for the way we do things.

To understand what a circular economy 
is, it’s helpful to describe what it’s not—
that ‘linear model’ we just mentioned. 
Put simply, the linear model is the way 
that raw materials are extracted from the 
environment, used to produce a product,  
that product is used by a person, and 
then thrown away: production, use, 
disposal. It’s the way the industrialized 
world has been working for as long as 
many of us have been alive, and it's what 
the circular economy hopes to replace 
with a more sustainable alternative. 

As an example: it’s Tuesday and Susan 
has had an average-to-bad day at work. 
She deserves a glass of wine (go-on 
Susan, treat yourself) so she pops into 
the liquor store on the way home. She 

grabs a bottle that’s just the right combo 
of cheap and palatable for a Tuesday. 
It’s got one of those fake plastic corks: 
Susan doesn’t really care, she just wants 
those earthy tones and that hint of 
citrus. She gets home, opens the bottle 
and pours herself a glass just as her 
husband Greg gets home. Greg hates 
Tuesdays, but luckily still loves Susan. 
Before they know it Susan and Greg 
have finished the bottle of wine and toss 
the plastic cork into the garbage. That 
plastic cork has served its purpose and 
it’ll go to a landfill where it’ll sit for an 
eternity while more fossil fuels get used 
to make more plastic to make more fake 
corks for next Tuesday’s bottle of wine. 

Ok, so the circular economy is not just 
produce, consume, dispose. So what is 
it? In short, it’s a model for an economy 

that aims at minimizing waste and 
making the most of resources. It says: 
we’ve got a limited number of resources 
on earth, and an environment that 
needs to be cared for. We need to make 
the most of everything we remove 
from the earth; design products to 
make as little environmental impact 
as possible and design them to last as 
long as possible; use those products 
for as long as possible, reuse them as 
often as possible, repair them if they 
break, recycle them when they’re no 
longer usable; and minimize waste at 
every stage. Reuse, repair, recycle.

So let’s go back to Susan, only this time 
operating in the context of something 
closer to a circular economy: it’s Tuesday 
and Susan has had an average-to-bad 
day at work. She deserves a glass of 

ReCORK's Cork Recycling Bin is ready  
to receive natural corks at drop-off 
points around the country. 
With thousands of Collection Partners 
across North America, we have collected 
over 100 million wine corks to feed them 
back into the production cycle as a 
recycled raw material.
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RAW MATERIAL

RECYCLING/DISPOSAL CONSUMER USE

PRODUCTION MANUFACTURING

1. Cork oak bark 
is collected during 
cork oak hearvest.

4. Consumer 
recycles used 
cork at a ReCORK 
drop off location.

2. Wine corks 
are created.

6. New recycled 
cork products 
are created.

5. Collected 
cork is ground 
down into new 
raw material.

3. Consumer 
drinks wine.

7. Consumer 
wears new 
product. 

wine, so she pops into the liquor store on 
her way home. She remembers reading 
somewhere that while screw caps and 
plastic corks take fossil fuels to produce 
and generate significant CO2 emissions, 
natural cork is super eco-friendly, and 
actually has the effect of removing CO2 

from the atmosphere. She doesn’t really 
care right now, she just wants those 
earthy tones and that hint of citrus, 
but she chooses the natural cork bottle 

and just before throwing away the wine 
cork, she remembers the ReCORK Cork 
Recycling Bin that caught her eye. She 
hangs onto the cork thinking she’ll drop 
it off next time she’s at the store. But 
Susan’s only human and she forgets. A 
few weeks go by, Tuesdays, Fridays, the 
odd Sunday lunch, and before long she’s 
got a good little collection of corks going. 
One day Susan decides it’s time to take 
in her corks, but she’s got to buy some 

So what is it? In short, it’s a 
model for an economy that 
aims at minimizing waste and 
making the most of resources.

new sandals first. When she gets to the 
shoe store, she sees that THEY have a 
ReCORK Cork Recycling Bin too. They’re 
also selling sandals made out of recycled 
corks. Susan buys a pair of sandals, drops 
off her corks, and heads home via the 
liquor store to pick up a bottle of wine to 
drink by the pool in her new flip flops.

The corks Susan drops off don’t end 
up in a landfill. They’re transported via 
carbon-neutral shipping, ground down 
and turned into a new raw material that 
does everything that petroleum-based 
foams do, with a tiny fraction of the 
environmental impact. It’s the same cork, 
given a new life, in a new material that 
will be made into a new product. The 
material has been carefully designed 
and tested to last as long as possible 
(durability and longevity are essential to 
products in the circular economy). That 
material is made into a new pair of flip 
flops. These flips have taken the fewest 
possible resources to manufacture. 
Each component is precisely custom 
molded or knit (rather than cut from a 
sheet or block of material) so that there 

is no material wasted in the process. 
The flips are transported back to the 
shoe store via carbon-neutral shipping. 
They’re purchased by someone with 
plantar fasciitis, and because they’re 
designed to be good for your feet, relieve 
pain and look good, their new owner 
wears them all the time, for years.

By making simple choices that cost 
her nothing, Susan has contributed to 
a system that places high value in the 
natural resources that we as people 
have at our disposal. It's a system that 
ensures that the manufacturing of 
products happens with as little waste 
and impact on the environment as 
possible. On a broader scale, this system 
is what the circular economy looks like.

While Susan isn’t a real-world person, 
the scenario described is completely 
real-world, right now, with ReCORK 
and SOLE. The cork recycling that 
ReCORK does isn't a circular economy 
as such; that'd be like describing 
Coca-Cola as 'a capitalism'. Instead, 
what we do at ReCORK is an example 

W H A T  O N  E A R T H  I S  A  C I R C U L A R  E C O N O M Y ?

because it’s the right thing to do, and 
she already feels ever-so-slightly guilty 
about her Tuesday wine consumption. 
As she leaves the liquor store she sees 
a ReCORK Cork Recycling Bin and likes 
the look of it, but doesn't think too much 
about it. She gets home, drinks the 
bottle of wine with her Tuesday-hating, 
Susan-loving husband Greg, and talks 
some smack about her boss. Susan 
starts to feel a bit better about her day 

of one system that fits into a model of 
circular production and consumption, 
based on the types of priorities and 
principles that drive a circular economy.

In the future, we at SOLE and ReCORK 
aim to develop a way to manufacture our 
recycled cork products that allows the 
cork components to be separated and 
recycled an endless number of times. 
We’re not there just yet, but we’re hard 
at work to make this a possibility. This 
is the type of innovation that we as 
people, brands and manufacturers need 
to continue to work toward to safeguard 
our future on the planet we call home.

In the meantime, any business or 
organization can sign up to be a ReCORK 
Closed-Loop Partner, collecting corks, 
selling the products we make out of them, 
and 'closing the loop' between material 
collection, production and consumer 
use. If you don't own a business or an 
appropriate place to sell products you 
can still recycle your corks! There are 
plenty of different recycling partner 
models for you to choose from.
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SOLE’s APMA accepted aftermarket footbeds give your 
customers the arch support and heel cushioning they 

need for industry-leading orthopedic comfort and pain 
relief. Once customized, SOLE footbeds act as a dynamic 

second skin, equalizing pressure distribution and 
optimizing natural motion.

UNMATCHED 
COMFORT

FOOTBEDS
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SOLE’s trusted signature shape and 
a density-mapped EVA base provide 
industry-leading customizable support 
in a footbed collection that’s tried, true 
and proven effective. With a choice 
between three thicknesses, and wide and 
metatarsal pad options, there’s an EVA 
footbed for everyone.

TOPSHEET  Performance-grade synthetic

BASE  Heat/wear moldable recycled EVA* 
 *20% Post-industrial recycled EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-19  |  Men’s 3-17†

 †Extended sizes available in regular Active  

 collection up to Men’s 22 in alternate packaging.

EVA FOOTBEDS

DENSITY MAPPED ANTI-ODORZERO DROP

Loose-Fit Footwear

Hiking/Work Boots

Running Shoes

Loose-Fit Footwear

Hiking/Work Boots

Running Shoes

Loose-Fit Footwear

Wide Shoes

Natural Fit Footwear

Active Thick A2 Active Thick with Met Pad   A2-MT Active Wide Thick A2-WD

ACTIVE THICK    3.2mm SOFTEC

Active Thin A0 Active Thin with Met Pad   A0-MT Active Wide Thin  A0-WD

Tight-Fit Footwear

Cycling Shoes/Cleats

Running Shoes

Tight-Fit Footwear

Cycling Shoes/Cleats

Running Shoes

Tight-Fit Footwear

Wide Shoes

Natural Fit Footwear

ACTIVE THIN    NO SOFTEC

Active Medium A1 Active Medium with Met Pad A1-MT Active Wide Medium A1-WD

Medium-Fit Footwear

Running Shoes

Sneakers

Medium-Fit Footwear

Running Shoes

Sneakers

Medium-Fit Footwear

Wide Shoes

Natural Fit Footwear

ACTIVE MEDIUM    1.6mm SOFTEC
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Featuring SOLE’s trusted signature shape 
and a density-mapped recycled cork base, 
this collection adds an eco-friendly edge to 
industry-leading orthopedic support. With a 
choice between three thicknesses, and wide 
and metatarsal pad options, you’re sure to 
find your perfect fit.

TOPSHEET  Performance-grade synthetic

BASE  Heat/wear moldable ReCORK™ recycled cork

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-16  |  Men’s 3-14*

 *Extended sizes available in regular  

 Performance collection up to Men’s 17.

CORK FOOTBEDS
Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.

DENSITY MAPPEDRECYCLED CORK ANTI-ODORZERO DROP

Loose-Fit Footwear

Hiking/Winter Boots

Running Shoes

Performance Thick P2

PERFORMANCE THICK    3.2mm SOFTEC

Performance Thin P0

Tight-Fit Footwear

Cleats and Ski Boots

Running Shoes

PERFORMANCE THIN    NO SOFTEC

Performance Medium P1 Performance Medium with Met Pad    P1-MT Performance Wide Medium   P1-WD

Medium-Fit Footwear

Running Shoes

Sneakers

Medium-Fit Footwear

Running Shoes

Sneakers

Medium-Fit Footwear

Wide Shoes

Natural Fit Footwear

PERFORMANCE MEDIUM    1.6mm SOFTEC
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PLACE  
IN SHOE

STEP 
IN

HEAT  
IN OVEN

Recycled Cork for  
an eco-story 
Shock absorbing, moisture wicking 
and environmentally sustainable, 
recycled cork molds quickly to any 
unique foot shape.

Met Pad for  
added support 
A metatarsal pad helps improve 
circulation and comfort by 
supporting the metatarsals’ 
natural resting position.

Natural Splay for wide  
or natural-shaped footwear 
A wider fit in the forefoot offers room 
to accommodate the natural splay of 
the foot, which can reduce pain while 
providing comfort and support.

Refresh with SOLE to give new life to any footwear  
Give your customers fully-customized comfort by offering SOLE aftermarket footbeds as an upsell or refresher for any 
footwear. The heat/wear moldable orthopedic bases adapt to feet, providing custom comfort without compromising the 
orthopedic shape.

SOLE’s APMA accepted aftermarket footbeds 
give your customers the arch support and 
heel cushioning they need for industry-leading 
orthopedic comfort and pain relief. Once 
customized, SOLE footbeds act as a dynamic 
second skin, equalizing pressure distribution 
and optimizing natural motion.

CUSTOM COMFORT

Heat/Wear Moldable for a customized fit 
Sell a customized fit without any special equipment. The heat molding 
process can be done in a conventional oven at home, or wear them as 
normal and the footbeds will adapt to feet after a few days of wear.

2000F
2 MIN

2 31

Your customers can choose the thickness of their 
footbed based on the volume of their shoe and their 
preference of cushioning or shock support.

Perfect for loose-fitting 
footwear with thick  
removable factory insoles 
and extra wiggle room.

THICK

Perfect for tight-fitting, low 
profile footwear with thin 
or no factory insoles, or a 
slimmer shape.

THIN

Perfect for average-sized, 
medium-fitting footwear 
with standard removable 
factory insoles.

MEDIUM

Select footbeds are available in Wide and Met Pad options.

Clinically proven to reduce plantar 
fascia strain by one third.*

*Ferber, R., & Benson, B. (2011). Changes in multi-segment foot biomechanics with a heat-moldable semi-custom foot orthotic device. Journal of foot and ankle research, 4(1), 1.

All SOLE footbeds are made without 
the use of latex or latex by-products.

VOLUME-BASED COMFORT
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Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.

Classic, clean style in durable, adventure-ready 
footwear that combines the breathable,  

moisture-wicking comfort of Australian Merino 
wool with the cushioning and flexibility of our 

proprietary ReCORK™ Recycled Cork Midsole. The 
grippy natural rice rubber outsole is rugged-ready, 
while a SOLE signature shape footbed made with 

Bloom Foam and a natural cork topsheet keep 
feet feeling great from city streets to forest paths. 

Available in two equally versatile styles.

PEMBERTON 
WOOL ECO

WOMEN’S
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PEMBERTON WOOL ECO
UPPER  Knit, 73% Merino wool, 27% recycled PET

LINING  100% Merino wool knit

FOOTBED TOPSHEET  Natural cork fabric 

FOOTBED BASE  Bloom Foam

MIDSOLE  ReCORK™ recycled cork

OUTSOLE  Natural rice rubber

SIZE RANGE  Full Sizes: Women’s 5-11  |  Half Sizes: Women’s 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5

MERINO WOOL

RECYCLED CORK BAMBOO LACESFLEX KNIT

NATURAL RUBBER RICE RUBBER

EXTRA ROOM

ECO 
STYLE

WOMEN’S WOOL ECO

RECYCLED PET

Black   PBSW-BK

SLIP-ON

Black   PBLW-BK

LACE

Dark Grey   PBLW-DG

DID YOU KNOW

Our Merino wool is ethically-sourced from 
Australia to ensure cruelty-free farming.  
Sheep are shorn once a year in a production 
process that’s sustainable by nature.

SOLE signature shaped footbed made with Bloom Foam included.  
A soft flex version of our aftermarket footbeds that reduces strain by one third for 
immediate step-in comfort. Comes with all SOLE shoes.

Craving more recycled cork, a met pad or a customized fit? 
Upgrade to an aftermarket moldable footbed that gives custom support, a precise arch fit 
and is available in three thicknesses to ensure you get the best volume fit for your foot.

Dark Grey   PBSW-DG

Beige   PBLW-BG

Beige   PBSW-BG

CORK FABRIC

ALGAE FOAM
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The world’s most eco-friendly shoes and the 
conscious adventurer’s best friends. All the benefits 
of breathable, moisture-wicking Merino wool, paired 

with the incredible temperature-regulation of 
UBB’s BisonShield™ Insulation make for year-round 

comfort, from summer campsites to apres-ski. A 
SOLE signature shape footbed made with Bloom 

Foam, a natural cork topsheet and our proprietary 
ReCORK™ Recycled Cork Midsole combine to give 

cushioned, flexible comfort underfoot, with a grippy 
and durable rice rubber outsole.

JASPER WOOL ECO

WOMEN’S

Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.

Winner: BisonShield™ 
Insulation featured in  
the United By Blue  
Bison Puffer Jacket.

Finalist: The SOLE Jasper Wool 
Eco featuring sustainable 
materials in every component 
from tongue to tread.

CROWDFUNDED 
IN 84 MINUTES
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JASPER WOOL ECO
UPPER  Knit, 73% Merino wool, 27% recycled PET

LINING  100% Merino wool knit

INSULATION  UBB BisonShield™ Insulation

FOOTBED TOPSHEET  Natural cork fabric 

FOOTBED BASE  Bloom Foam

MIDSOLE  ReCORK™ recycled cork

OUTSOLE  Natural rice rubber

SIZE RANGE  Full Sizes: Women’s 5-11  |  Half Sizes: Women’s 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5

BISON FIBER

ECO 
STYLE

WOMEN’S WOOL ECO

MERINO WOOL

RECYCLED CORK BAMBOO LACESFLEX KNIT

NATURAL RUBBER RICE RUBBER

EXTRA ROOM

CROWDFUNDED 
IN 84 MINUTES

RECYCLED PET

2 9

Black   JWSW-BK

SLIP-ON

Dark Grey   JWSW-DG Beige   JWSW-BG

Black   JWCW-BK

CHUKKA

Dark Grey   JWCW-DG Beige   JWCW-BG

DID YOU KNOW

BisonShield™ Insulation saves hollow-fiber bison hair 
from going to landfill as waste form the ranching 
industry, combining it with recycled polyester to 
produce a high-performance, sustainable insulation.

SOLE signature shaped footbed made with Bloom Foam included.  
A soft flex version of our aftermarket footbeds that reduces strain by one third for 
immediate step-in comfort. Comes with all SOLE shoes.

Craving more recycled cork, a met pad or a customized fit? 
Upgrade to an aftermarket moldable footbed that gives custom support, a precise arch fit 
and is available in three thicknesses to ensure you get the best volume fit for your foot.

CORK FABRIC

ALGAE FOAM
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Australian Merino wool combines with a ReCORK™ 
Recycled Cork Midsole to guarantee sustainability 

with style. Our patented Merino knit offers 
abrasion-resistant durability and accommodative 

support while maintaining Merino’s natural 
breathability and temperature-regulation. The 
flexible, cushioning midsole pairs with a SOLE 

signature shape footbed made with Bloom Foam, 
and a natural cork topsheet to provide unmatched 

comfort. A durable, grippy natural rice rubber 
outsole ensures confidence in every step.

PEMBERTON 
WOOL ECO

MEN’S

Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.
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PEMBERTON WOOL ECO
UPPER  Knit, 73% Merino wool, 27% recycled PET

LINING  100% Merino wool knit

FOOTBED TOPSHEET  Natural cork fabric 

FOOTBED BASE  Bloom Foam

MIDSOLE  ReCORK™ recycled cork

OUTSOLE  Natural rice rubber

SIZE RANGE  Full Sizes: Men’s 7-14  |  Half Sizes: Men’s 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5

ECO 
STYLE

MEN’S WOOL ECO

MERINO WOOL

RECYCLED CORK BAMBOO LACESFLEX KNIT

NATURAL RUBBER RICE RUBBER

EXTRA ROOM

RECYCLED PET

Black   PBSM-BK

SLIP-ON

Black   PBLM-BK

LACE

Dark Grey   PBLM-DG

Dark Grey   PBSM-DG

Beige   PBLM-BG

Beige   PBSM-BG

DID YOU KNOW

The Eco icon is our guarantee that every element of the product 
has been designed with conscious commitment to protecting 
the environment. Recycled, sustainable, or ethically-sourced, 
there’s an eco story to tell about every component.

SOLE signature shaped footbed made with Bloom Foam included.  
A soft flex version of our aftermarket footbeds that reduces strain by one third for 
immediate step-in comfort. Comes with all SOLE shoes.

Craving more recycled cork, a met pad or a customized fit? 
Upgrade to an aftermarket moldable footbed that gives custom support, a precise arch fit 
and is available in three thicknesses to ensure you get the best volume fit for your foot.

CORK FABRIC

ALGAE FOAM
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All the versatility of your favorite puffy jacket, with a little 
extra SOLE. All-year comfort and durability come standard 

as our patented Merino knit and UBB’s BisonShield™ 
Insulation combine in a temperature-regulating, breathable, 

abrasion-resistant upper. The ReCORK™ Recycled Cork 
Midsole is as light and flexible as it is sustainable. Our 

signature shape footbed made with Bloom Foam, a natural 
cork topsheet and a durable natural rice rubber outsole 

ensure comfort and confidence on every adventure.

JASPER WOOL ECO

MEN’S

Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.

Winner: BisonShield™ 
Insulation featured in  
the United By Blue  
Bison Puffer Jacket.

Finalist: The SOLE Jasper Wool 
Eco featuring sustainable 
materials in every component 
from tongue to tread.

CROWDFUNDED 
IN 84 MINUTES
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JASPER WOOL ECO
UPPER  Knit, 73% Merino wool, 27% recycled PET

LINING  100% Merino wool knit

INSULATION  UBB BisonShield™ Insulation

FOOTBED TOPSHEET  Natural cork fabric 

FOOTBED BASE  Bloom Foam

MIDSOLE  ReCORK™ recycled cork

OUTSOLE  Natural rice rubber

SIZE RANGE  Full Sizes: Men’s 7-14  |  Half Sizes: Men’s 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5

MEN’S WOOL ECO

ECO 
STYLE

BISON FIBER RECYCLED PETMERINO WOOL

RECYCLED CORK BAMBOO LACESFLEX KNIT

NATURAL RUBBER RICE RUBBER

EXTRA ROOM

CROWDFUNDED 
IN 84 MINUTES

3 7

Black   JWSM-BK Dark Grey   JWSM-DG Beige   JWSM-BG

Black   JWCM-BK

CHUKKA

Dark Grey   JWCM-DG Beige   JWCM-BG

DID YOU KNOW

Rice rubber has durability to match its carbon-based 
equivalents thanks to the addition of fibrous rice 
husks that would otherwise be burnt and discarded  
as waste from the rice industry.

SLIP-ON

SOLE signature shaped footbed made with Bloom Foam included.  
A soft flex version of our aftermarket footbeds that reduces strain by one third for 
immediate step-in comfort. Comes with all SOLE shoes.

Craving more recycled cork, a met pad or a customized fit? 
Upgrade to an aftermarket moldable footbed that gives custom support, a precise arch fit 
and is available in three thicknesses to ensure you get the best volume fit for your foot.

CORK FABRIC

ALGAE FOAM
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Carbon-negative, wear moldable, eye-catching and 
naturally beautiful, our recycled cork offers the perfect 

combination of comfort and conscious consumerism. 
Straps ranging from engineered knit to chromium-

free leather ensure there’s an option to satisfy every 
taste. With guaranteed comfort from SOLE’s signature 
shape featuring a metatarsal pad, our cork flips offer 

everything you want from a sandal, with an  
eco-friendly story to boot.

ReCORK™ RECYCLED 
CORK SANDALS

WOMEN’S

Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.
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Black   LGW-BK

Grey   LGW-GY Tan   LGW-TN

LAGUNA FLIP
STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

BEST 
SELLER

RECYCLED CORK FLEX KNITWATER FRIENDLY

WOMEN’S LOW PROFILE

Mulberry   LGW-MB

Black   MLW-BK

Blush/White   MLW-BH

Brown   MLW-BN

Bone/White   MLW-BE

Deep Navy   MLW-DN

Light Grey   MLW-LG

MALIBU FLIP
STRAP  Chromium-free nubuck leather

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11 RECYCLED CORKLEATHER
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WOMEN’S LOW PROFILE

SANTA CRUZ FLIP

Black   SCW-BK

Navy   SCW-NY White/Sage Green   SCW-WT Grey/Light Teal   SCW-GY

STRAP  Webbing with lycra lining

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11 WATER FRIENDLYRECYCLED CORK

Black   MYW-BK

Brown   MYW-BN

MONTEREY 
CASUAL FLIP

STRAP  Chromium-free nubuck leather

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

RECYCLED CORKLEATHER

WOMEN’S HIGH PROFILE
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Algae-based Bloom Foam adds an eco-friendly edge  
to our trusted, wear-moldable supportive sandals.  
Low-profile flips offer easy, supportive style, while  

high-profile platforms guarantee the most comfortable 
sandals on the market in recovery flips and slides. All 

styles boast bone-supporting metatarsal pads. A range of 
straps and colors means there’s something for  

everyone, from avid adventurers to city slickers.

BLOOM FOAM 
SANDALS

WOMEN’S
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Black   CSW-BK

Navy   CSW-NY Peach   CSW-PC

Grey   CSW-GY

Mulberry   CSW-MB

White   CSW-WT

WOMEN’S LOW PROFILE

COSTA FLIP
STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Cushioning Bloom Foam 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

BEST 
SELLER

FEATHERLIGHT FLEX KNITWATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM

Black   BJW-BK

Bone   BJW-BE

Dark Brown   BJW-DB Dark Grey/Grey   BJW-DG

Teal   BJW-TL

Light Cedar   BJW-LC

Coral   BJW-CL

STRAP  PU synthetic leather

FOOTBED  Cushioning Bloom Foam 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11 FEATHERLIGHT WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM

BEST 
SELLERBAJA FLIP



DID YOU KNOW

Bloom Foam uses algae to offset petroleum requirements 
in the production of our high-performance foams, reducing 
their environmental impact by 40% and returning filtered 
water to natural ecosystems.

4 8

Black   CTW-BK

Teal   CTW-TL

Grey/White   CTW-GY

Violet   CTW-VT

White   CTW-WT

CATALINA SPORT FLIP
STRAP  Synthetic nubuck microfiber

LINING  Synthetic

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

BEST 
SELLER

WOMEN’S HIGH PROFILE

WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM
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Black   DMW-BK

Black   MDW-BK

Black   MTW-BK

MATEO SPORT SLIDEDEL MAR SPORT FLIP

STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

WOMEN’S HIGH PROFILE

MENDOCINO SPORT SLIDE

STRAP  Synthetic nubuck and nylon with TPE d-loops

LINING  Padded synthetic

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Women’s 5-11

WATER FRIENDLY FLEX KNITALGAE FOAM WATER FRIENDLY FLEX KNITALGAE FOAM

WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM
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Flips made from the most sustainable 
material we can imagine for an eco-conscious, 

comfortable fit. Our signature shape and 
supportive metatarsal pads come standard, 

while a selection of strap and outsole 
materials means there’s a perfect pair  

for every taste and lifestyle. Wear-moldable 
built-in footbeds customize to individual feet 

and get better with every adventure.

ReCORK™ RECYCLED 
CORK SANDALS

MEN’S

Made with natural  
recycled wine corks.
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Black   LGM-BK Dark Brown   LGM-DB

MEN’S LOW PROFILE

LAGUNA FLIP
STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

BEST 
SELLER

RECYCLED CORK FLEX KNITWATER FRIENDLY

DID YOU KNOW

Harvesting cork from a cork oak tree can 
increase its CO2 absorption by five times 
because it absorbs more carbon from the 
air to regrow the bark.
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Black   MLM-BK

Brown   MLM-BN Deep Navy   MLM-DN

Dark Brown   MLM-DB

Grey   MLM-GY

Black/Blue   SCM-BK Brown/Grey   SCM-BN Olive/Dark Brown   SCM-OL

SANTA CRUZ FLIP

MEN’S LOW PROFILE

MALIBU FLIP
STRAP  Chromium-free nubuck leather

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14 RECYCLED CORKLEATHER

STRAP  Webbing with lycra lining

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14 WATER FRIENDLYRECYCLED CORK
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MEN’S HIGH PROFILE

Black   MYM-BK

Dark Brown   MYM-DB

Brown   MYM-BN

MONTEREY 
CASUAL FLIP

STRAP  Chromium-free nubuck leather

FOOTBED  ReCORK™ recycled cork 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

RECYCLED CORKLEATHER

Grey   MYM-GY
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Our Bloom Foam built-in footbed features 
a metatarsal pad and offers all the wear-

moldable support you expect from  
SOLE sandals, with a reduced environmental 
impact. Low-profile designs provide classic 
flip-flop style, while Sport platforms give 

unmatched comfort in both recovery flips and 
slides, all with a selection of strap materials  

to suit every taste.

BLOOM FOAM 
SANDALS

MEN’S
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Black   CSM-BK

Navy   CSM-NY Olive   CSM-OL

MEN’S LOW PROFILE

COSTA FLIP
STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Cushioning Bloom Foam 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

BEST 
SELLER

FEATHERLIGHT FLEX KNITWATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM

Black   BJM-BK

Grey/Grey   BJM-GY Dark Brown   BJM-DB Cedar   BJM-CR

BEST 
SELLERBAJA FLIP

STRAP  PU synthetic leather

FOOTBED  Cushioning Bloom Foam 

OUTSOLE  Durable outsole-grade EVA

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14 FEATHERLIGHT WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM
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Black   CTM-BK

Black/Grey   CTM-BG

Grey   CTM-GY 

Dark Brown   CTM-DB Deep Olive   CTM-DO

MEN’S HIGH PROFILE

CATALINA SPORT FLIP
STRAP  Synthetic nubuck microfiber

LINING  Synthetic

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

BEST 
SELLER

WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM

DID YOU KNOW

The manufacturing of Bloom Foam requires 35% less 
energy than petrochemical-based industry-standard 
equivalents like EVA and PU foams.
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Black   DMM-BK

Black   MDM-BK

Black   MTM-BK

MEN’S HIGH PROFILE

MATEO SPORT SLIDEDEL MAR SPORT FLIP

STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

STRAP  Engineered knit

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

MENDOCINO SPORT SLIDE

STRAP  Synthetic nubuck and nylon with TPE d-loops

LINING  Padded synthetic

FOOTBED  Bloom Foam 

MIDSOLE  EVA

OUTSOLE  Rubber pods

FULL SIZES  Men’s 7-14

WATER FRIENDLY FLEX KNITALGAE FOAM WATER FRIENDLY FLEX KNITALGAE FOAM

WATER FRIENDLYALGAE FOAM
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Chunky or smooth? Glossy or matte? Snow  
or surf? Sometimes there’s no right or wrong, 
it’s just good to have options. Our 2020 styles 

offer choices in both a low-profile and a  
high-profile platform. Each has its benefits,  
but one thing remains constant—the SOLE 

signature shape means it’ll be the most 
comfortable sandal of its kind.

HIGH PROFILE  
OR LOW PROFILE?

LOW PROFILE HIGH PROFILE

Slender outsole

Supportive midsole and grippy two-part outsole

Cushioned-footbed for immediate step-in comfort

Firm footbed for added support

Supportive arch and heel cup

Highly supportive arch and deep heel cup

Featherlight

Metatarsal pad

Wear moldable

APMA accepted

*

* Low profile Bloom Foam footbed only
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Moldable  
Orthopedic Base 
Customizes to the  
shape of your foot  
without compromising 
orthopedic support.

Accommodative  
Arch Support 
Sturdy yet flexible support 
prevents excessive arch 
strain while allowing the  
foot to move naturally.

Deep  
Heel Cup 
Repositions the natural 
padding under the heel  
bone and helps prevent  
lateral movement.

Metatarsal  
Support Pad 
Relieves pain and pressure  
in the ball of the foot by 
lifting toe bones into  
natural alignment.  
Available on select products. 

Wear moldable for a custom fit that adapts to the 
exact contours of your feet, our signature moldable 
orthopedic shape has been scientifically proven 
to reduce pain caused by plantar fascia strain and 
overuse or alignment issues. Once customized, our 
footwear and footbeds equalize pressure distribution 
and optimize the natural motion of both your feet 
and ankles to effectively treat overpronation and 
supination to keep you in a neutral position.

A lack of proper support may weaken 
the arch area, leading to its eventual 
collapse. As symptoms develop, 
increased strain is placed on the soft  
tissue and joints throughout the 
entire body.

SOLE’s orthopedic shape 
provides customizable 
support for the entire foot. 
This support helps reduce 
arch strain and can eliminate 
related problems.

Proven results  
SOLE’s signature shape has been proven to reduce 
plantar fascia strain by one third, improve posture 
and stability, prevent pronation, improve athletic 
performance and reduce the risk of injury.

Without  
SOLE

With  
SOLE

HEALTH BENEFITS

Launched in 2008 by SOLE™, ReCORK™ 
is North America’s largest natural cork 
recycling program. ReCORK is an alliance 
of individuals and businesses working 
together to collect, recycle and extend the 
useful life of natural cork. Choosing natural 
cork products supports the conservation 
over 6.7 million acres of ecologically 
sensitive cork forests.

How it works

Harvest 
Cork bark is harvested in a process 
that is actually good for the trees and 
increases their lifespan.

Recycle  
With the help of our recycling 
partners, ReCORK has collected over 
100 million corks.

Bottle  
Cork is a versatile material with 
benefits that extend far beyond 
bottle stoppers.

Grind  
We grind down the cork we 
collect to make a beautiful, 
versatile raw material.

Create  
We design, develop, and 
manufacture new sustainable 
products with your cork.

Drink  
Every year, the equivalent of 
over 31 billion bottles of wine are 
consumed worldwide.  

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION
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SOLE x UBB Jasper  
Wool Eco Slip-on
Women's Page 28

Men's Page 36

MSRP   USD 139  CAD 169

Pemberton  
Wool Eco Slip-on
Women's Page 24

Men's Page 32

MSRP   USD 139  CAD 169

W

M

Pemberton  
Wool Eco Lace 

Women's Page 24

Men's Page 32

MSRP   USD 145  CAD 179

W

M

W

M

SOLE x UBB Jasper  
Wool Eco Chukka    

Women's Page 28

Men's Page 36

MSRP   USD 159  CAD 189

2 0 2 0  F O O T B E D S  P R I C E  L I S T

Active
Page 17

MSRP   USD 49  CAD 55

Active Wide
Page 17 

MSRP   USD 49  CAD 55

THINMEDIUMTHICK

Active with Met Pad
Page 17 

MSRP   USD 49  CAD 55

Performance Wide
Page 19

MSRP   USD 59  CAD 65 

Performance with Met Pad
Page 19

MSRP   USD 59  CAD 65 

Performance
Page 19 

MSRP   USD 59  CAD 65 

2 0 2 0  F O O T W E A R  P R I C E  L I S T
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Catalina Sport Flip 

Women's Page 48

Men's Page 64

MSRP   USD 75  CAD 89

W

M

Costa Flip    

Women's Page 46

Men's Page 62

MSRP   USD 65  CAD 75

W

M

Del Mar Sport Flip
Women's Page 50

Men's Page 66

MSRP   USD 79  CAD 95
W M

Mendocino Sport Slide
Women's Page 50

Men's Page 66

MSRP   USD 79  CAD 95

W M

Mateo Sport Slide 

Women's Page 50

Men's Page 66

MSRP   USD 75  CAD 89

W M

Baja Flip 

Women's Page 47

Men's Page 63

MSRP   USD 65  CAD 75

W

M

2 0 2 0  F O O T W E A R  P R I C E  L I S T

Laguna Flip
Women's Page 40

Men's Page 54

MSRP   USD 75  CAD 89

W

M

Santa Cruz Flip 

Women's Page 42

Men's Page 56

MSRP   USD 65  CAD 79

W

M

Monterey Casual Flip
Women's Page 43

Men's Page 59

MSRP   USD 89  CAD 109

W

Malibu Flip
Women's Page 41

Men's Page 56

MSRP   USD 79  CAD 95

W

M

M
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Leather
Made with chromium-free leather.

Natural Splay
Naturally wide shape allows forefoot to 
splay, increasing balance and comfort.

Met Pad
Metatarsal support relieves pain  
and pressure in the forefoot.

Softec
Open-cell foam technology provides 
industry-leading shock absorption.

Extra Room
Extra room for feet without 
compromising style.

Water Friendly
Made with water friendly materials.

Water Repellent
Water, liquid and stain repellent.

Rice Rubber
Durable outsoles made with natural 
rubber and rice husks.

Natural Rubber
Durable outsoles made with  
natural rubber.

Cork Fabric Topsheet
Environmentally friendly and  
naturally moisture-wicking.

Heat/Wear Moldable
SOLE after-market footbeds are  
heat/wear moldable for custom comfort.

Zero Drop
The heel sits at the same height  
as the ball of the foot.

Anti-Odor
Features Polygiene® Stays 
Fresh Technology.

Density Mapped
Targeted density provides support 
where it’s needed most.

I C O N  L E G E N D

Recycled Cork 
Crafted with recycled cork  
from ReCORK™.

Merino Wool
Breathable, temperature  
regulating and quick-drying.

Bison Fiber
Natural, sustainable,  
lightweight insulation.

Algae Foam
Bloom Foam made with 
sustainably harvested algae.

Flex Knit
Engineered knit straps designed for 
targeted stretch and support.

Bamboo Laces
Shoelaces made with carbon-trapping 
and pesticide-free bamboo.

Featherlight
Constructed with ultra lightweight 
materials for weightless support.

Recycled PET
Knit made with recycled  
plastic water bottles.

Eco
Made from recycled, sustainable  
or ethically-sourced materials.
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Women’s Sandals

North America UK EU CM

W 5 3 36 22

W 6 4 37 23

W 7 5 38 24

W 8 6 39 25

W 9 7 40 25.5

W 10 8 41 26.5

W 11 9 42 27.5

We’re Here to Help 
You can contact our customer service team at 855.949.7653 during business hours or email 
us at customerservice@yoursole.com any time.
 
Want to become an authorized SOLE dealer? 
Please email sales@yoursole.com and we’ll get you in touch with your sales representative.

Men’s Sandals

North America UK EU CM

M 7 6 40 25.5

M 8 7 41 26.5

M 9 8 42.5 27.5

M 10 9 44 28

M 11 10 45 29

M 12 11 46.5 30

M 13 12 48 31

M 14 13 49 32

S I Z E  C H A R T S

Footbeds

North America UK EU CM

W 4.5-5 M 2.5-3 2 35.5 22

W 5.5-6 M 3.5-4 3 36 23

W 6.5-7 M 4.5-5 4 37 24

W 7.5-8 M 5.5-6 5 38 25

W 8.5-9 M 6.5-7 6 39.5 25.5

W 9.5-10 M 7.5-8 7 41 26.5

W 10.5-11 M 8.5-9 8 42.5 27.5

W 11.5-12 M 9.5-10 9 44 28

W 12.5-13 M 10.5-11 10 45 29

W 13.5-14 M 11.5-12 11 46 30

W 14.5-15 M 12.5-13 12 47.5 31

W 15.5-16 M 13.5-14 13 48.5 32

W 16.5-17 M 14.5-15 14 50 33

W 17.5-18 M 15.5-16 15 51 34

W 18.5-19 M 16.5-17 16 52 35

Women’s Shoes

North America UK EU CM

W 5 3 36 22

W 6 4 37 23

W 6.5 4.5 37.5 23.3

W 7 5 38 23.7

W 7.5 5.5 38.5 24.1

W 8 6 39 24.5

W 8.5 6.5 39.5 25

W 9 7 40 25.4

W 9.5 7.5 40.5 25.8

W 10 8 41 26.2

W 11 9 42 27.1

Men’s Shoes

North America UK EU CM

M 7 6 40 24.5

M 8 7 41 25.4

M 8.5 7.5 42 25.8

M 9 8 42.5 26.2

M 9.5 8.5 43 26.7

M 10 9 44 27.1

M 10.5 9.5 44.5 27.5

M 11 10 45 27.9

M 11.5 10.5 45.5 28.3

M 12 11 46.5 28.8

M 13 12 48 29.6

M 14 13 49 31.3
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Be part of 
the change.
Become a ReCORK™ Public Collection 
Partner today. Close the loop and own 
the entire story from the beginning to 
end by carrying SOLE’s recycled cork 
products and collecting natural wine 
corks in your location. 

info@recork.com
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